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Section is the debut studio album by American rapper Kendrick Lamar. It was released on July
2, , by Top Dawg Entertainment. The album features. Section By Kendrick Lamar. • 16 songs.
Play on Spotify. 1. F*ck Your Ethnicity. 2. Hol' Up. 3. A.D.H.D. 4. No Make-Up.
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Section is Kendrick Lamar's debut studio album, released on July 2, through Top Dawg
Entertainment (Although the project was marketed and.Section, Kendrick's debut album, is the
fruit of his maturation. I was actually first introduced to Kendrick through this project. I
remember.Kendrick Lamar is a weird kid, and rap music could always use more Section. 80,
Lamar's new album, arrives on a wave of blog-based buzz.Find a Kendrick Lamar - Section 80
first pressing or reissue. Complete your Kendrick Lamar collection. Shop Vinyl and Section
80 album cover · Edit Master.Section boasted mind-boggling rhymes over upbeat jazz breaks
on “ Rigamortis” and “Ab-Soul's Outro.” What's more, the album showcased.Find album
reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Section - Kendrick Lamar on
AllMusic - - Kendrick Lamar Duckworth's proper debut.Check out Section [Explicit] by
Kendrick Lamar on Amazon Music. Start your day free trial of Unlimited to listen to this
album plus tens of millions more.Before hitting the stage at his sold out show in NYC,
Kendrick Lamar sat down with wolfionline.com's The Juice to share details on the
recording.To hear the rap community and gatekeepers tell it, Kendrick Lamar is sitting on two
contemporary classics. The proclamation hasn't been lost on him—he's.Here's the official
cover art and tracklist for Kendrick Lamar's Section The Compton rapper plans to release the
project on July 2.My Pain: Why Kendrick Lamar's 'Section' is Better Than 'GKMC' . Kendrick
wrote an album that makes the young look in the mirror, the old.While certainly not gospel
albums, religion and faith have been undertones of sorts for both Kendrick Lamar's Section
and good kid, m.A.A.d.Section introduced much of the world to Kendrick Lamar, . His first
official album, Section, arrived the following year, after XXL.July 2, marks the fifth
anniversary for Kendrick Lamar's 'Section' album release. The song creation serves as a piece
of social.Metacritic Music Reviews, Section by Kendrick Lamar, The California rapper who
worked on Dr. Dre's Detox album releases his third.Section was his debut album but after
section Dr. Dre signed Kendrick to Aftermath (Dre's record label) which is why GKMC is his
Major Label Debut.Stream Kendrick Lamar -Section (Full Album), a playlist by Kentron
Stovall from desktop or your mobile device.
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